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Magoula Orgozinos: A Neolithic Site in Western Thessaly, Greece
Elsa NIKOLAOU, Vasso RONDIRI & Lia KARIMALI

ABSTRACT: We should consider ourselves very lucky for being able to excavate Magoula Orgozinos.
Even "machine gods" have forgotten about Neolithic research in the plain of Kardhitsa. So, we sit down
and wait for a good chance to excavate the origins of agriculture themselves, trying to give some more
light to what happened back there.
And then, when this beloved moment comes, we try to keep fit and able to put up with big construction
companies. And we curse them from the one side but thank them from the other for letting us reveal some
evidence hidden for thousands of years under river bridges or national roads.
It was one of those good or bad moments that caused salvage excavation in Magoula Orgozinos near
Kardhitsa. The opportunity came when Local States Authorities decided to broaden the provincial roads
network.
The financial support of the works by the EEC, the short dead lines of their execution and the risk of
cancelling the amelioration of the National Road joining Thessaly with Western Greece, had preestablished the urgent character of a salvage excavation. At the same time the belief of the engineers in
charge that to sacrifice one more archaeological site to the "altar" of development was the less that could
happen, had brought financial difficulties to the archaeological project and blackmailing dilemmas that
forced us sometimes to stop the works.
Despite all the problems, our scope was to excavate the part of the settlement that was parallel to
construction works along the national road. Research on Neolithic sites in the plain of Kardhitsa is limited
to test trenches and to theoretical thoughts about a new systematic surface survey (Andreou, Fotiadis and
Kotsakis 1996).Our hope to get at least an idea of the cultural phases of the settlement was quite
provocative.

The Site
Magoula Orgozinos (Photo. 1) is located
in the Kardhitsa basin north of the modern
village of Sophadhes. The broader region where
the Magoula is situated and the site itself are
part of arable lands systematically irrigated and
cultivated nowadays. The fertile black
earth,"μαυρόγη" as natives call it, was from
Neolithic times the motive for dense
inhabitation in the area, a fact already
documented, by surface material 1 . The site was
established near the stream of Orgozinos, a
natural water source used for field irrigation
today.
The evidence for Magoula Orgozinos
goes back to earlier times and consists of
surface material only. At a radius of two
kilometers there are other neolithic sites known
either from excavation (Tzani Magoula,
Prodromos, Paliouri) or from surface material
(Magoula Theophani, Magoula Mataranga).
Sites of the Bronze Age succeeded Neolithic
1

Τσούντας 1908; Wace & Thompson 1912; Halstead
1984; Νικολάου, Ροντήρη και Σκαφιδά 1994; Ροντήρη
1994.

inhabitation in the area, reaching a highest peak
with the establishment of Mycenaean Arne and
the foundation of the wealthy ancient Greek
city of Kierion.
The site was excavated in 1995 by the
13th Service of Antiquities of Volos. Twentyfour trenches 4x4m were excavated. The
excavation
revealed three clearly
distinguished levels:
The first one was the surface level
heavily disturbed by agricultural activities. It
consisted of dark brown soil, full of roots and
contained only a few badly preserved pieces of
clay, hard and fine pottery, both grey and
orange red in color.
The second level consisted of a clayish
dark reddish brown soil with a lot of carbon. It
contained burned clay and post holes dug in
soft soil. The pottery found in both levels was
very similar. It was handmade hard ware with
no decoration, but also a great deal of fine grey
and orange red pottery sherds. In the second
level painted pottery was also found together
with a lot of chipped stone tools and its by-
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products, as well as all the figurines of the
settlement.

excavation layers broadly spread to all
trenches.

Finally, under the inhabitation level there
was a yellowish sandy soil with no finds.

• There are two clearly distinguished ware
types, the grey and the orange red.

Architectural Remains

• The two wares represent almost 90% of
the whole pottery.

The
only
evidence
concerning
architectural remains in Magoula Orgozinos
comes from the second excavation level, where
sudden fire caused destruction (Fig. 1). As a
result habitation debris is scarce and
fragmentary giving only a little information
about architecture.
There were a lot of shapeless pieces of
clay in different sizes with imprints of straw or
branches. Also, hard floors of well-stepped
earth or yellowish clay and post holes. Two
circular pits, the one covered with clay, were
maybe used for storage.
According to the above, we may
conclude that houses in Magoula Orgozinos
were huts built in the wattle-and-daub system.
Because of the fragmentary character of the
evidence, it was not possible to extract a proper
house plan.
The bad preservation of architectural
remains was caused by:
• Local weather conditions (frost, high
humidity)
• Regular ploughing
• Soil quality
• Strong tectonic phenomena
It is worth mentioning that the site is
located near the Sophadhes fault and as a result
was recently affected by strong tectonic
deformations 2 , a fact that could have also
happened during Neolithic times.

To be more specific:
a. Grey pottery is fine, "porcelain-like",
showing a high range of firing temperature. It
belongs to thin vessels of good quality, a fact
also documented by string holes.
b. Orange pottery is not always fine but
for the rest it is the same as grey.
It is strange that even in terms of shape
the two ware types come from the same kind of
vessels. The fragments represent a good amount
of bell-shaped or deep conical cups, amphorae
and to a lesser extent deep or shallow bowls
(phialae and skyphoi), also pithos and
fruitstands. The most astonishing thing in
ceramic material from Orgozinos, which affects
its ware characterization and bewilders the data
interpretation, is its state of preservation in
surface treatment and fabric. The two wares
are extremely worn, mainly due to weathering.
As a result:
a. The existence of grey ware leads to the
assumption that it can be identified as "grey-ongrey" pottery 3 .
b. According to some body sherds, bases
and foot, part of the orange ware may belong to
"polychrome" bowls or fruitstands. Both wares
go back to “Tsangli phase” of the Late
Neolithic Period 4 .
c. The rest of the ceramic material is
painted pottery of the two main categories, also
typical of the same phase:
Black on red: B3 δ according to Tsountas

The Pottery
The ceramic material from Orgozinos is
an interesting data because(Fig. 2, Table 1):

Brown on Buff or matt painted: B3ε
according to Tsountas and Thessalian "κοινή"
according to D.R. Theocharis 5 .

• The pottery found in the one and single
stratum was quite alike through all

d. There are some sherds identified as
"proto-grey" typical of the final Middle
Neolithic phases.
3
4

2

Papastamatiou & Mouyiaris 1986.

5

Γ1β, Τσούντας 1908.
Demoule, Gallis & Manolakakis 1988.
Θεοχάρης 1973.
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• The decorated material and the grey ware
belong to the pre-Dimini “Tsangli phase”
of the Late Neolithic period in Western
Thessaly.

number of primary and secondary cortical
flakes found in the assemblage. Most of these
nodules were prepared by cresting, as shown by
the presence of the characteristic waste byproducts of this technique. Core platforms bear
no preparation, whereas 2/3 of the blades have
flat butts and scrubbed overhangs. Chocolate
flint was used mainly for blade and bladelet
production, whereas mat brown flint was
employed for the production of wide pressure
blades.

• Monochrome ware exists only in an
orange red variety.

The Tool Industry

As this is only a preliminary report on
the recently excavated site of Orgozinos, we
could only conclude:
• That the actual decorated material is very
little.

• There is an actual and complete absence
of polychrome and "grey on grey" due to
weathering.
• Painted pottery is based on the Middle
Neolithic tradition especially its later
phases.
The Chipped Stone Industry (Photos 2 - 3)
Material Representation: (Table 2)
The chipped-stone industry is represented
by 398 pieces of flint, obsidian, chalcedony and
a few other chert varieties. Fine-grained flint
predominates in the assemblage reaching almost
84.9%. Obsidian represents only a minor
component of the assemblage (N=8; 2.01%).
Reduction Sequences: (Table 3)
• Obsidian is underrepresented. Obsidian
specimens (n=8) include five (5) pressure blade
fragments, two (2) flakes and a single example
of a primary crested blade. The small number of
obsidian specimens hinders further speculations
about the stage of obsidian importation to the
site. It is possible that obsidian was imported in
the final stage of production, that is, as pressure
blades. The presence of a single primary crested
blade may be attributed to exchange, and
should not necessarily indicate local preparation
of obsidian cores. Alternatively, it could be
attributed to a single core preparation episode.
• Chocolate flint and mat brown of the
Pindos Mountains constitute 39.69% and
26.38% of the total assemblage respectively.
They were imported in the form of small
pebbles and cortical nodules decorticated on the
site, as shown by the presence of a small

The tool industry of Orgozinos is a
thriving and rich one. All tool groups are well
represented. Blades of flint and chalcedony
were mainly used as retouched tools (N=26)
and sickle elements (N= 8).
There is a considerable correlation
between categories of blades of particular width
and certain groups of tools senso strictu. Endscrapers (N=7) were formed on wide mat brown
flint blades (of average width 15 mm), whereas
truncated/piercing tools (N=14) were formed on
chocolate pressure flint blades (of average
width 8 mm). These tool groups are
characterized by homogeneity in dimensions
and morphology, a fact that implies the
presence of specialized tool kits. The
considerable number of truncated tools and endscrapers on blades of certain dimensions points
to the operation of specialized activities at
Orgozinos, probably associated with the
processing of hides and wood-related activities.
The considerable number of sickle elements
indicates the importance of agricultural
activities.
Preliminary Conclusions
• In terms of dating, the emphasis on core
platform preparation (i.e., trimming of the edge
of the core periphery and removal of the
overhangs left after the detachment of blades)
helps dating the assemblage certainly before the
Dimini phases of the LN period 6 . The presence
of particular tool groups (end-scrapers,
truncated and piercing tools) also points to a
LN date, as higher numbers of such tools are

6

Perles 1984; Demoule & Perles 1993.
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reported from other LN sites (Ag. Sofia,
Dimini, Kitsos 7 ).
• The chipped-stone industry of Orgozinos
is of major interest. The predominance of finegrained chocolate flint and the application of
highly-skilled techniques on flint rather than
obsidian assign a special position to the
industry of Orgozinos in any discussion
pertaining the organization of production in
Neolithic
Thessaly.
Particularly,
the
significance of the assemblage lies in
highlighting regional differences in patterns of
material exploitation between eastern and
western Thessalian plains and in throwing light
on the organization of flint industries in the
west during the Late Neolithic. The scarcity of
obsidian at Orgozinos is not unique. The pattern
is already known by the EN sites of western
Thessaly (Achilleion, Prodromos 8 ). As more
assemblages of this region are studied (i.e.,
Platia Magoula Zarkou, Sykies 9 ) the emerging
picture is that of a separate network running in
the west, based on the exclusive exploitation of
chocolate flint of Pindos for blade production.
This chocolate flint network runs parallel to the
obsidian network running in the southeastern
plain and the coast.
The Ground Stone Industry
The majority of ground stone tools, made
on local coarse-grained sandstone, derives from
the flysh complex of western Thessaly. The
Thessalian sandstones ranged in color from
light brown to light gray, are often weathered
and were used for saddle querns and
handstones. The notable presence of saddle
querns indicates the emphasis on processing
activities of agricultural products at the site.
In contrast, axes and chisels as well as
pestles, made of various altered volcanic
greenstone rocks of possibly local origin, are
poorly represented. Lastly, a common tool
category encountered at Orgozinos is the
handstone of spherical or cylindrical profile,
used for polishing.

7
8
9

Moundrea & Agrafioti 1981; Perles 1981; Karimali
1994.
Elster 1989, Moundrea & Agrafioti 1981.
Karimali 1994, personal observation.

The Figurines (Photo. 4, Fig. 3)
The figurines from Magoula Orgozinos
are of various kinds. They are sixteen as a
whole, intact and fragmentary, and they were
all found in the second excavation level.
We can distinguish two main categories:
the naturalistic and the schematic 10 .
In the first category belong clay figurines
of the characteristic female type. Anatomy
elements and hair are given with incisions and
face features are rendered in relief. Painted
decoration is added to show garments.
We should make a special reference to
miniature figurines which were added to other
objects, like vases, and follow earlier traditions.
In the second type figurines show a
strong schematization. Gender and articulation
are rendered with incisions. The body is
triangular, the neck cylindrical. They are made
of pure orange clay. Their surface is not
burnished.
Among them it is worth mentioning the
cruciform figurine with its triangular hands, the
plastic rendering of breasts and the engraved
pubic triangle.
To sum up, the basic characteristics of
Orgozinos figurines are:
• Co-existence
schematization.

of

naturalism

and

• Domination of female figures.
• Spread of figurines in all excavation
layers and not in special contexts that could be
interpreted as workshops or spaces of a special
use.
• Co-existence of different types deriving
from earlier periods and surviving through the
beginning of the Late Neolithic Period.
Conclusions
According to the evidence and bearing in
mind the preliminary character of the work, we
may say that Magoula Orgozinos had a short
life which lasted only within the earliest pre10

Χουρμουζιάδης 1974; Σκαφιδά 1992.
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Dimini phase of the Late Neolithic Period. Also
the kind of evidence already mentioned reveals
the role of the settlement during that time and
its relationship to other contemporary sites. So
we could just assume that Orgozinos was a
satellite agricultural unit of a mixed economy
supplying the main settlement with its food
surplus 11 .

ELSA NIKOLAOU
VASSO RONDIRI & LIA KARIMALI
Volos Archaeological Museum
1st Athanassaki St. GR- 38 001
Volos, GREECE

11

Halstead 1989.
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